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It's been 2 years now since my first Xoops website was released. It is still maintained and I am
really thankful for your support and advices guys!
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FreelancerSupport.com was founded on October 02, 2007 to connect outsources with
translators, interpreters, and other language professionals.

Something we achived:

- 3500 active users registered;
- several hundred jobs posted by dozens of outsourcers;
- thousands of job notifications sent;
- hundreds of translators got hired;
- dozens of subscriptions purchased;

Modules used:

- catads 1.4;
- subscriptions;
- newbb;
- smartsection;
- lexikon;

and a lot of other great modules.

Theme used:

- heavily hacked Business theme by Bleek.

Hacks used:

- xoRewriteModule short URLs hack;

Xoops version:

- updated from 2.2.3 (2007) to 2.4 (2009);
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Thank you all guys one more time and long live Xoops!
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